 Join us for our Bravery in Action Pride Panel - June 30    {Learn More}
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building inclusive and equitable workplaces.


Partnering with organizations to advance Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Accessibility.  Whether you're just getting started, or advancing further on progress already made, we have the knowledge, skills and resources to support you every step of the way.



   GET Started  



 










BE THE WORK


Not your average newsletter. Be Equitable is excited to launch our “Be the Work” Newsletter. A lot of people might be able to share advice, but not everyone can truly embody the work and that is just what we are aiming to do. Sign up for exclusive content, thought provoking resources and stay in the know about our upcoming events and what’s new in 2024.



   Subscribe  



 










Be the Work LIVE


Be Equitable is closing out Black History Month with part two of our conversation: Black Women Being, Centering Humanity and Reconciliation.Join us on Thursday, February 29th from 1:30-2:30pm EST for a candid and engaging conversation with our CEO and director of culture and innovation. Click the link to RSVP.



   RSVP  



 










OUR IMAGINE STATEMENT


We imagine a world where we center humanity in all we do. At Be Equitable, imagination is one of our most powerful tools. We want to change the world with you. Download your copy of our imagine statement.



   Download  



 










Public Train the Trainer


Be Equitable is hosting its signature Exploring Everyday Bias Train the Trainer program to the public this April (4/8 - 4/11). If your organization is looking to implement learning content that supports bias mitigation and awareness building, contact us today. We'd love to support you on your journey to Be Equitable.



   Learn More  



 















 



 




WHAT WE OFFER



In a world of tick-a-box trainings and quick fixes, we at Be Equitable are going after something more satisfying -- we’re in this for the transformations. For the forward thinkers and future leaders who are here for the hard work, we see you and we want to partner with you.  Let’s go beyond the buzzwords to create strategies and pathways that create equity for people of all races, ethnicities, identities, and abilities. It won’t be neat. And it certainly won’t be simple. But our BE team is ready and committed to get it done.



Consulting




 




 Our relationship-centered approach to consulting aims to make your equity and inclusion efforts intentional, inclusive, and impactful for your organization.



   find out more  



ASSESSMENTS




 




Our cultural assessments uncover the stories and the data that reveal your cultural landscape in order to design and build for equity.



   find out more  




Learning experiences



 




Learning leads to change. Our learning experiences focuses on inner work to help people make meaningful and sustainable change. 



   find out more  



Train the Trainer



 




The Train the Trainer (TTT) program at Be Equitable equips learners with the tools they need to deliver impactful learning experiences.



   find out more  









OUR IMPACT



 Company name





How do we create a strategic plan with IDEA at the Core?



  


 

		   Diversity, Equity, Strategy  







HOW DO WE DISRUPT Unconscious Bias in our organization?



  


 

		   Allyship, Inclusivity  







How do we build a cohesive vision for DEI & Belonging?



  


 

		   Allyship, Bias  










How do we create a strategic plan with IDEA at its core?



By including the voice of your people in the process.



		 Diversity






How do we build a cohesive vision for DEI & Belonging?





By establishing a clear IDEA Strategy and Roadmap.





		 Diversity

		 inclusivity






How do we disrupt Unconscious Bias within our organization?



Start with those with the greatest power and influence to make change.



		 Diversity












who we are



Our differences make us who we are. 
Be Equitable brings together a diverse collective of artists, practitioners, scholars, and activists who speak from experience and always from the heart.



   meet the team  



 

















































what we believE



Our company values guide the way we work with clients and with each other. We believe:



Bravely Speak The Truth



   


Together We Go Far



  


Do What Is Right, Not What Is Easy



  


Believe It Can Be Done



  


There Is No One Way To Be



  


   FIND OUT MORE  






		

  Ready to start your journey or just want to know more? 






   sTART a cONVERSATION  
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FRIDAY, JUNE 30 - 1:00PM ET



Join us for an engaging and interactive Zoom panel with Be Equitable team members who will discuss important issues currently facing the LGBTQ+ community, explore the power of allyship, and transforming workspaces that foster a sense of belonging for all. 
 Listen, learn and connect with other DEI colleagues and changemakers who every day bravely speak the truth about how together we can create a just and equitable world for all. We hope that you will join us.



This session is part of our #BE365 series which celebrates, educates, and highlights cultural moments and under-represented voices throughout the year. 



   Free Registration  





Cook Ross is now BE Equitable



These past few years have been incredibly tumultuous and evolving, where we have witnessed how complex and messy our world is.



In a world of tick-a-box trainings and quick fixes, we at Be Equitable are going after something more satisfying -- we’re here for the transformations. For the forward thinkers and future leaders who know the journey is long and are still ready, we see you and we want to partner with you. 

Let’s go beyond the buzzwords to create workplaces that work for people of all races, ethnicities, identities, and abilities. It won’t be neat. And it certainly won’t be simple. Our BE team is ready and committed to get it done.



As we enter this next chapter of our story, we invite you to BE bold, BE inclusive, and BE authentic to the vision you have for yourself and your organization. And together we can create workplaces that are just and equitable for all.



   Our Brand Story  






        
